Your journey towards successful transformation to the digital workplace.
Get logged into business.

NoteActive takes hand-written information from traditional logbooks and digitizes it so you can easily search, share, and capture your logged information in real-time on computers, laptops, and smart devices... anywhere.

REAL-TIME ACCESSIBILITY
With NoteActive, you can connect to a computer, laptop, tablet or smart device to enter and view your logbook entries in real-time.

VERSATILE NOTE-TAKING
Use any four methods of making logbook entries including traditional typing, script-to-text, swipe-to-text, and voice-to-text.

PAPERLESS TECHNOLOGY
Create less negative impact on the environment by eliminating the use of documenting entries on traditional paper logbooks.
Get logged into **analytics**.

Real-time interaction with your data increases your knowledge of program and operations information, risk management issues and affords the ability to manage your goals accordingly.

**DASHBOARD & LIVE STATS**

NoteActive helps you stay logged in with analytics for all your archived & warehoused data and a dashboard for your live statistics.
Note Active advances the speed of workplace communication, information capture, sharing, search and analysis in real-time.

Digitization is about using innovative technologies to improve outcomes and deliver services for the future. Doing so is neither fast nor easy. The NoteActive Digital Log Book helps fuel progress by reducing out-of-date practices and converting these into modern and efficient digital processes.

Most governmental enterprises still use paper log books to keep track of essential data. This creates a strong need to get ahead of this data deluge expecting the pace of technology adoption to increase.
Understanding the challenge...

Currently logged data is buried in paper logbooks.

Paper logbooks hold static data making it impossible and costly to audit and track your data.

PUBLIC SERVICE
“We need digital records.” 99% AGREE OR STRONGLY AGREE

What are the key barriers to digitization?

79% SECURITY
76% EASE OF USE
69% TRAINING & COMPLIANCE
62% TECHNOLOGY IMMATURETY

* Data as per Accenture Technology Vision 2015: Delivering Public Service for the Future.
We did what has never been done.

Are you getting analytics as soon as you enter the data?
Real-time Metrics, Analytics and Reporting per facility on-demand, daily, weekly, monthly or annually enabling on-demand audits.

What if technology would show results the first day it is installed?

* Data as per Accenture Technology Vision 2015: Delivering Public Service for the Future.
NoteActive is about looking ahead.

Organizations expect real-time solutions as enterprises collectively share ‘Business Intelligence’ through mobility and Internet of Things (IoT).

Secure Data
Our web application uses Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). SSL is the standard security technology for establishing an encrypted link between a web server and a browser. When the user enters an SSL-protected area, the SSL certificate automatically creates an encrypted connection with the visitor’s browser.

Cloud Infrastructure
NoteActive operates on the largest cloud-connected logbook platform (cloud-computing platform) network in the world. Our cloud-connected logbook platform provides remote accessibility and increases connectivity of users from any computer or smart phone device anywhere in real-time.

Green Technology
We eliminate paper waste by eliminating paper notebooks completely. We can reduce travel and physical presence for managers, administrators and auditors since we provide real-time, archived, and on-demand data from our application anywhere anytime.

Smart Analytics
We understand that managing data using antiquated methods can be extremely challenging. Our platform provides real-time metrics, analytics and reporting per facility on-demand, daily, weekly, monthly or annually enabling on-demand audits.

Our digitization advances the speed of workplace communication, information capture, sharing, search and analysis in real-time.
NOTEACTIVE is a digital note capturing platform for businesses, organizations & enterprises.

Overall, NoteActive's goal is to eliminate paper-based functions in various industries by reducing out-of-date practices and converting these into modern and efficient digital processes.

**Secured Data**
- SSL with 2048-Bit encryption
- 2-step authentication
- Strong password policies
- Device lock and access
- User access and roles
- Access logging and control

**Easy To Use Intelligent Data**
- Digital functionality similar to traditional log books
- Ease of data entry with multiple modes
- ActiveNotes for quick data entry and tagging
- Automatic time and date stamping
- Signature and pin for authentication
- Less impact on the environment

**Digitized Data**
Eliminates the issue of legibility of writers by producing all notes in a digital text format. Evaluation of critical operations information, identification of trends and pattern spotting of critical risk management issues.

**Data Analytics**
- Data anytime anywhere
- Real-time keyword search and basic analytics
- Recording and real-time access and search capabilities
Join the paperless revolution.

One click for your transformative journey

Begin your journey towards a more successful and productive digital workplace.

**Request A Demo**
Please click the link below to schedule a one-on-one product demonstration.

**Activation**
We will provide you with your device specific activation code. We use this to protect against unauthorized access to your secure database. Activation is tied to your specific infrastructure so only you and the ones you authorize have access to your data.

**Write Notes**
Just start writing, you are on your path of transformation!

**Login**
We will provide you with your customized and unique secure website with roles and access controlled login.

**Share Notes**
You have taken your first step towards the 'Intelligent Enterprise'. Analytics, reporting, and sharing is a click away.

**Manage Users & Facilities**
Create users, manage access, and view logs. Configure the application to the way you run your enterprise. Speed up data entry with the use of icon based ActiveNotes defined by you!

**NOTEACTIVE Digital Logging Platform**

**Reporting & Analytics**
Unleash the Intelligent Enterprise with Analytics and Reporting.
NOTE ACTIVE

1477 Market St, Tallahassee, FL 32312

For personal assistance call 850.894.3837.